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TABLE TALKS   D I S E N G A G E M E N T  & 
                                      D E R A D I C A L I Z AT I O N
DISENGAGEMENT VS. DERADICALIZATION 
• These tend to look similar but are very diff erent. The diff erence is in the mental state of terrorist.

•  Disengagement is the stopping of terrorist activity. So these people don’t participate in attacks, 
funding, planning, or any sort of communication with others in the terrorism circle. Deradicalization 
is the change in beliefs and ideology.  The violent way of thinking that this person once had is gone.

•  While this may seem like a small diff erence, in reality it is huge because it means that people can 
stop being involved in terrorism while still believing in an ideology. And on the other hand, people 
can still be involve in terrorism without believing in the ideology (either anymore, or at all!)

QUESTION FOR YOU: Which do you think we should be focused on increasing disengagement, 
or increasing deradicalization?

Answer: We should be focused on Disengagment. Disengagement means that they are no longer 
engaging in terrorist behavior. And it is terrorist behavior that we seek to change. 

THE DISENGAGEMENT PROCESS
•  Researchers have been able to interview people who have left terrorist behind in order to 

understand why and how they left the group. Overall, theey have found that leaving a terrorist 
group is not dissimilar, psychologically, than leaving anything else (a job, a relationship, a sport);

 1.  The fi rst step of the disengagement process if doubts. People develop doubts about whether 
this decision was right for them. These doubts can stem from many things; perhaps the 
violence has become to much? Perhaps they want to start a family? 

 2.  The next step is to weight the alternative options. Could they leave? What is waiting for them 
outside a terrorist organization?

 3.  After weighing the alternatives, they have to decide to leave. This stage is critically important, 
and perhaps the hardest. This is why, so often, we see people staying involved in terrorist 
groups they no longer believe in. 

 4.  The fourth step is leaving and fi nding a new role in society (as a father, a teacher, a 
businessman or woman). 

 5.  The fi fth step is socialization away from terrorism and, perhaps, the abandonment of their 
ideologies and views that led them to being involved in the fi rst place.

•  Now, this process of disengagement is not fi nal, and after completing the fi nal stages two things 
can happen; 

 a.  After a period of disengagement, it sometimes leads to becoming deradicalized. This is 
typically based on if this person left for ideological reasons and what came after they 
became disengaged. 

 b.  Re-engagement is also a possibility. This is when the ideology isn’t eff ected but when 
someone is “pushed” into disengagement rather than “pulled” out of it for a better 
opportunity.
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PUSH VS. PULL
•  When people leave things, they are often pushed out (by things they dislike about the group) and 

pulled out (by things they want that exist outside the group).

•  Think about it: Think of a time when you have decided to leave something. Write down all the reasons 
you made that choice – can you split these factors into pushes and pulls? 

  Below we list some of the factors that push, and pull terrorists out of terrorist groups;

 • Disillusionment with key personnel 
 • Disillusionment with the strategy or actions of the terrorist group 
 • Unmet expectations 
 • Loss of faith in the ideology 
 • Inability to cope with physiological and psychological eff ects of carrying out attacks 
 • Burnout
 • Longing for the freedoms of a conventional life 
 • Employment/educational demands or opportunities 
 • Desire to marry and establish a family or the demands of having a family

A QUESTION FOR YOU: Do you think that push factors lead to people becoming disengaged in 
terrorism or do you think pull factors do? Why?

Answer: According to many studies, push factors tend to lead to disengagement more than pull fac-
tors. The most common reason for someone being “pushed” out of terrorism is the lost of love for the 
strategies and acts of the terrorist group. 

TABLE TALK TAKEAWAY
If anything can be taken from this Table Talk, it’s that disengagement and deradicalization 
are not the same thing. Both are important, but they are subtly diff erent. Deradicalization 
is a process that can take a long time. Think of this in a way that doesn’t involve terrorist. 
It is very hard for someone who is Catholic to leave their Catholic values or thinking when 
they believed in them passionately for so long. Former terrorists who aren’t involved but 
still believe in what the group is doing aren’t deradicalized but just disengaged. 


